Senior Paper Finalists

20004  The Untold Triumphs of the Harlem Hellfighters: Prejudice, War, and the Fight for Equality
20011  Vivisection at Victory - The Partition of India at Independence
20012  Ranald Slidell Mackenzie: A Forgotten Hero
20015  Still Here: Indigenous Invisibility, Resistance, and Experience through Wounded Knee 1973
20026  "With Boldness and Precision": How Friedrich von Steuben Overcame Tragedy at Valley Forge and Secured Triumph for the Continental Army
20031  National Suicide
20033  The Tragedy of the Salem Witchcraft Trials and the Triumph of American Justice
20040  New Deal Constitutionalism: The Tragedy of the Great Depression and the Triumph of Judicial Review

Senior Individual Website Finalists

27031  Ten Days in a Mad-House: How Nellie Bly Uncovered Tragedy and Became the Voice of America’s Neglected
27002  The Stonewall Riots
27014  The Partition of India: Triumph of Independence, Tragedy of Division
27017  Keep Your Chin Up: How the Tragic Murder of Vincent Chin Triumphantly Ignited the Asian-American Community
27027  Freedom Summer and the “Mississippi Burning” Murders
27010  The Bracero Program

Senior Group Website Finalists

28026  Tragedy in a Texas Town: The Texas City Disaster of 1947
28005  The Tragedy that Haunts the World; The Syrian Civil War
28002  The Explosion that Scarred a Generation
28017  The Marshall Plan: Triumphant Recovery from Tragic Destruction
28036  The Kindertransport: Children’s Exodus to Freedom
28015  Deadly Smog Pollution: Profit Over People
28032  Richard Nixon The Watergate Scandal
28021  The Berlin Wall: A Symbol of Ideological Differences

Senior Individual Performance Finalists

23013  Radium Girls: Triumph in The Face of Tragedy
23016  Radium, a Shed, and a Dead Husband: The Triumphs and Tragedies of a Feminist Icon
23014  The New Deal’s Triumph over the Nation’s Tragedy
23018  The Women’s Battalion of Death; Maria Bochkareva; The Effect of Women in WWI
23004  The Death of A Titan
23006  Triumph and Tragedy of the Hamilton House

Senior Group Performance Finalists

24001  Harriet Tubman: Victory in the Tragic Story of A Slave
24015  A Helluva Pilot: Women Aviators of World War II
24020  Josephine Baker: Jazz Cleopatra
24012  Loving v. Virginia
24017  Triumphant Paintings of Tragedy: Artemisia Gentileschi
24006  The Triumphs and Tragedies of Operation Iceberg

Senior Individual Exhibit Finalists

25038  From Soaring to Hardship: The NASA Space Shuttle Program
25012  Sanctified: The Untold Triumph over Misogyny
25035  The polio epidemic
25004  The French Revolution: The Tragedy for the Triumph of Human’s Rights
25023  Women’s Suffrage: The Necessary Change Towards Equality
25006  The Never-Ending Story of HeLa Cells
25015  WWII Women Airforce Service Pilots: The Triumph and Tragedy of Female Flyers
25025  The Torture of Conversion Therapy

Senior Group Exhibit Finalists

26034  Catastrophe in the Canyon: Triumphs from the 1956 Air Tragedy
26045  Liberté: The Tale of a Spy Princess
26002  The Great Smog of London: Legislative Triumph in the Face of Environmental Tragedy